Bringing Dynamic FM
to Everyone

Go wireless for better speech
understanding in noise
The number one desire of hearing instrument users is improved communication in noisy situations. With FM systems,
a direct wireless link is created between the speaker and the
hearing impaired listener. This guarantees the best possible
speech understanding, even in the most difficult listening
situations.
Phonak’s Dynamic FM products offer ultimate speech understanding.

MyLink+ benefits:
Simple to use
Superb Dynamic FM sound quality
Compatible with any hearing instrument with a T-coil
Works with all Phonak Dynamic FM transmitters
(and backwards-compatible with all Classic FM transmitters)
Headphone output for persons with normal hearing
Quick-charging long-life battery

Dynamic FM explained:
Dynamic FM is Phonak’s next-generation FM platform.
Its key feature is called Adaptive FM Advantage (AFMA),
which automatically adjusts the output of the FM
receiver (i. e. MyLink+) to take account of surrounding
ambient noise. The result? Dynamic FM users are guaranteed the very best speech understanding in noise.

The ultimate in communication flexibility
MyLink+ and ZoomLink+ are the perfect Dynamic FM package
for tech-savvy modern adults. ZoomLink+ features three intelligent microphone settings (SuperZoom, Zoom and Omni),
making it suitable for use in every type of noise environment.
Its audio input also enables TV and multimedia listening.
For teenagers and adults
Ideal for face to face conversations,
meetings and conferences
3 microphone modes
Watch TV and listen to music

The easiest Dynamic FM system
EasyLink+ is a simple to use Dynamic FM transmitter. With
just one button, a single microphone mode and an audio
input (for TV and radio use), EasyLink+ is quick to learn and
start using. Used with MyLink+ it enables clear, effective
communication in everyday noise situations.
For adults and the elderly
Ideal for face to face conversations
Watch TV and listen to music

What is MyLink+?
MyLink+ is an easy-to-use and affordable Dynamic FM
receiver that works with any hearing instrument with a
T-coil (from Phonak or any other m
 anufacturer).

How does it work?
A Dynamic FM transmitter such as Phonak’s ZoomLink+ picks
up the desired speech at the source. This sound is sent
wirelessly to the receiver (MyLink+), which relays the voice
signal clearly to the user’s hearing instruments. MyLink+ is
worn around the neck and transmits its signals to the hearing
instruments using induction technology.
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We are sensitive to the needs of everyone who
depends on our knowledge, ideas and care. And
by creatively challenging the limits of technology,
we develop innovations that help people hear,
understand and experience more of life’s rich
soundscapes.
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Life is on
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Interact freely. Communicate with confidence.
Live without limit. Life is on.

